Introduction
Neutron electric dipole moment (EDM) is important observable for the search of not only QCD θ -term in the Standard Model (SM) but also CP-violation beyond the SM (BSM). Neutron (and also proton) EDM has not been detected so far, and presently there is very tiny upper bound of neutron EDM d N < 2.9 × 10 −26 e·fm [1] . The P and CP-violating contribution via phase of CKM mass matrix is start from three-loop order in perturbation theory, and according to ref. [2, 3] CKM contribution has been estimated as d CKM N ≃ 10 −30 -10 −32 e·cm. which is 4-digit below the current experimental upper bound. While in the strong interaction there is CP-violating θ -term in QCD Lagrangian, tiny upper bound of EDM indicates that θ -term may be strongly suppressed from unknown mechanism (strong CP problem). The simple solution is that one of the light quark mass (m u,d ) vanishes due to cancellation between quantum correction of QCD and QED. However from lattice QCD calculation including QED correction into (valence) quark field we have known that m u = 2.24(35) and m d = 4.65(35) (MS at µ = 2 GeV) [4] , and thus up-quark mass is finite over 7σ . It turns out that the zero quark mass solution of strong CP problem has been almost excluded. Although there have been several candidates of solution in low-energy region (axion model and one-loop calculation of θ ), the parameter region allowed from observation of cosmology and experiment has been narrow.
On the other hand for the BSMs, e.g. supersymmetry (SUSY) models, EDM of nucleon, atom and lepton are used to take a constraint on the parameter space of the new particle couplings and mass [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] (also review of [11, 12] and reference therein). These are effectively expressed as the five-(or six-) dimension CP-violating bilinear operator with field strength of photon (quark EDM), gluon (chromo EDM) or purely gluon field (Weinberg operator), and there are several arguments of contribution to EDMs using some effective models [6, 9, 10] . Recently many experimental plans of neutron and proton EDM, dueteron EDM, atom EDM and lepton EDM are proposed [13, 15, 14, 16] to increase the presion. These experiments aim to take a strong bound toward 10 −29 e·cm sensitivity for neutron or proton EDM, and thus from theoretical side it will be neccessary to evaluate the precise contribution of hadronic effect for robustness on parameter space of BSMs. Lattice QCD plays an essential role.
So far there have been several attempts of the estimation of nucleon EDM from lattice QCD. In ref. [18, 19] they addressed that the strategy by inserting the external electric field on the lattice. In [20, 22] authors have elaborated two strategies of lattice calculation of neutron and proton EDM, and then [21, 23] present the numerical results of nucleon EDM in N f = 2 QCD. Furthermore there are other attempts of lattice calculation of nucleon EDM with imaginary θ ensembles [24] or including higher dimensional CP-violating operator [25] . In this proceedings we show these strategies and some numerical results.
External electric field method
Regarding that nucleon EDM is defined as the energy-shift via interaction between nucleonspin direction and electric field, the Hamiltonian CP-violating in θ vacuum is described as
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with nucleon energy E θ N ± of spin ±1/2 in setting to E = (0, 0, E z ) for external electric field. Considering the Minkowski definition of z-direction external electric field, the transformation of link variable in quark propagator of flavor q = u, d is
where we introduce quark charge e q for e u = 2/3 and e d = −1/3 (in the case of using Euclidean electric field it is defined as pure imaginary value in the exponent). In ref. [22, 23] we employed the external electric field with valence quark. Under the assumption of SU(3) isospin symmetry, in which the summation of sea quark charge vanishes as e u + e d + e s = 0, we can ignore the isospin breaking of sea quarks up to the first order of expansion of electric field. Note that, since the Minkowski electric field has an introduction of violation of temporal periodicity i.e. U q
, in which there is large gap in the temporal boundary proportional to e e q E z L t , there exists enhanced contamination coming from temporal boundary.
In order to extract EDM from 2-point function of nucleon N sNs θ (E) with each spin-component s under electric field E = (0, 0, E) and θ -term, it is useful to make the ratio of different spincomponent as, 5) in which the last equation is exact if we take the limit of large time separation. θ -term is adopted by the reweighting form of e iθ Q with topological charge Q. As a consequence EDM appears in the exponent proportional to electric field and θ . Here the E and θ are input parameters. Figure 1 shows that R 3 as a function of time-slice of sink nucleon operator has the correct linear response to sign of electric field as expected in Eq.(2.5), and in the effective mass plot plateau region of R corr is considered as signal of EDM obtained by external electric field method.
Parity and CP-odd form factor
Considering the matrix element with the electromagnetic current between the nucleon state under θ -vacuum, such matrix element can be expanded into the P and CP-even form factor F 1,2 corresponding to electromagnetic moment, P and CP-odd form factor F 3 corresponding to EDM and P-odd form factor F A called as anapole form factor as . This is in N f = 2 clover fermion gauge configurations in CP-PACS collaboration [26] where the Dirac spinor u θ N appearing in the above suffers the effect of θ -term. Here the transfer momentum is defined as p = p 1 − p 0 . The on-shell Dirac spinor structure under θ vacuum is expressed as
from the argument in ref. [22] where α N (θ ) is defined as the CP-odd phase whose leading term is α N (θ ) = α N θ + O(θ 2 ). In lattice QCD the form factor in Eq.(3.1) can be extracted from the three-point function formed as (nucleon)-(operator)-(nucleon); T {η N J µηN } θ . Expanding up to the order of θ , we have
in which the second term includes EDM form factor F 3 . As shown in ref. [22] , the ratio of second term C Q J µ ( p,t) and two-point function with smeared C N S (t, p) and point C N P (t, p) source,
with K = 2(E N + m N )/E N after taking the large time separation of t − τ and τ is written as its asymptotic form,
From the above formula we know that the EDM form factor F 3 can be obtained by subtraction of CP-odd phase factor α N times combination of CP-even form factor F 1,2 (the first and second
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Electric Dipole Moment of the Neutron Eigo Shintani Figure 2 shows the extracted EDM form factor following the formula in Eq.(3.5) (and also [22, 21] in details) from three-point function in θ term (here we also ignore the disconnected diagram in three-point function). These are data in which the source location of nucleon and operator location are fixed in t = 1 and t = 8 respectively. There appears the signal of neutron EDM between 11 and 16 for sink-time separation. Fitting the data in Figure 2 , we obtain the transfer momentum dependence of neutron EDM form factor as shown in Figure 3 . Since the neutron EDM is defined in the zero transfer momentum limit, 6) we obtain this after taking the extrapolation to p 2 = 0 with linear fit function (Figure 3 ).
Imaginary θ
Recently in ref. [27] they suggest that the new idea to avoid large statistical noise coming from reweighting with topological charge in θ -term. Basically using analytic continuation into imaginary θ definition for θ -term, the expectation value in QCD action S QCD plus imaginary θ -term action θ I Q is represented as
and thus in the Monte-Carlo calculation EDM is given from real action S QCD [U] + θ I Q, which means there is no statistical noise due to sign problem, although it is necessary to carry out additional computation in the gauge ensembles including imaginary θ action.
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Electric Dipole Moment of the Neutron Eigo Shintani In ref. [24] they have applied this idea into measurement of neutron EDM form factor in relatively small lattice size using N f = 2 clover fermion. While they report the precise results of neutron and proton EDM about 10-20% statistical accuracy, it may suffer huge systematic uncertainties due to breaking the chiral symmetry of valence clover fermion field connecting the anomaly term θ Iq γ 5 q, which is related to lattice artifacts (see discussion in [19] ). Figure 4 plots the summary of lattice calculation with several lattice actions and methods for neutron and proton EDM in lattice QCD. We see that the two methods as shown in section 2 and 3 provide the consistent results for EDM within 1σ error, whereas there is still large statistical error. Comparing between neutron and proton EDM in Figure 4 , its flipped sign and similar magnitude of absolute value is in agreement with expectation from the argument of effective chiral perturbation theory [28, 29, 30] in which nucleon EDM is proportional to magnetic moment (and pion mass squared); magnetic moment of neutron (proton) is negative (positive) sign and its ratio is order one. Otherwise the neutron and proton EDM in Figure 4 seem to not depend on the pion mass squared in contrast with prediction of CP-symmetry in massless limit of QCD action. This may be due to remaining systematic error e.g. relatively heavy quark mass, finite volume effect [31, 32] and lattice artifacts.
Summary and future plans
Recently we carry out the lattice calculation in realistic lattice size (2.7 fm 3 ) with N f = 2 + 1 domain-wall fermion (DWF) configurations [33] at 300-400 MeV pion mass. This lattice calculation has much advantage to control the lattice artifacts of chiral symmetry breaking and enable us to improve the chiral behavior, whereas this computation is expensive. The main task to obtain more precise value of nucleon EDM in this ensemble is that we need to significantly accumulate statistics in Monte-Carlo simulation with the more efficient way, and hence we recently develop the numerical algorithm (AMA algorithm [34] ) which is able to reduce the statistical error of correlator The green-square symbols are results in external electric field method in N f = 2 clover fermion configurations quoted in [23] , and blue-circle symbols are results obtained by EDM form factor after extrapolation toward physical kinematics in the same configurations as green-square one. The red bar denotes the error band estimated in [21] in N f = 2 domain-wall fermion configurations from EDM form factor. The diamond is a result from EDM form factor in imaginary θ ensemble of N f = 2 clover fermion configurations quoted in [27] . These errors are only statistical one. As noticed in section 4, the data of diamond may hide a large systematic uncertainty of chiral symmetry breaking of valence clover fermion field. We show an estimate in current algebra [28] (triangle) in the physical point for the reference (also see [30] in which they discussed about validity of this estimate).
